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Abstract 

In today’s technology driven word, directors and film makers tries their best to keep up with 
the taste and expectations of the audience and maintain the pace of change, so as not to get out 
of league or outdated. There are some directors who understands, that cinema is a mass 
medium and they use it to satisfy the masses by providing them with the content in the form of 
films (entertainment) which conforms to their beliefs and norms, usually patriarchal and 
feudalist in nature especially when it is a matter of representation of women or people from 
lower caste. “The Hindi films upholds the traditional patriarchal views of society which, fearful 
of female sexuality, demands of women, a subjugation of her desires.” (Richard, 1995, p.3) 

Women who drink alcohol, smokes and have western lifestyle, who have male friends and flirts 
with a man, quick to fall in and out of love, have extra marital affair; are always portrayed as 
bad, immoral women, courtesans or prostitutes in commercial Indian cinema. In commercial 
cinema, screen and performance time given to a female character is far less as compare to 
their male counterparts. Whereas, moral and good women is portrayed as the one who is 
obeyed by the societal norms and does everything what the male members asks them to do.  

However, parallel cinema has emerged as a savior for the individuality and identity of women 
in Indian society. It is the parallel cinema where role of a women has evolved and directors 
have tried hard to feature women in important roles; where they have portrayed the ills of 
society and problems faced by women. In parallel cinema it can be observed that that the 
tremendous effort is given to maintain the originality and reality effect; this is because parallel 
cinema contains shots that concentrate on the facial expressions of the female or for that matter 
on male protagonist as well. Parallel cinema tries to create an environment of empathy, 
understanding so that the audience can relate with the pain, or physical and mental agonies of 
the characters of the film. The language of parallel cinema is not sophisticated, polished and 
there are hardly any jargons used like that of commercial cinema; this is why parallel cinema 
face controversies.   

The representation of dark or wheatish female heroines is equal to negligible in commercial 
or middle cinema as they choose beautiful and sensual women; who serves merely as an object 
of desire irrespective of the character or roles assigned to them in a film, because cinema is 
highly male dominated filed of art whereas, heroines like Smita Patil, Nandita Das, Seema 
Biswas and many others have been the prominent faces of parallel cinema and this is how the 
dominant culture of representing women in films is challenged.      

This study carries out research in order to understand the portrayal of women in 
feminist/women-centric cinema. Content analysis on various criteria like the roles assigned to 
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female protagonists, their lifestyle, types of costumes, their economic status etc. would be done. 
The center of the paper is to study the feminism aspects of films chosen, which is not seen in 
the commercial cinema. The recent trend of feminist cinema or women-centric cinema is about 
the women empowerment and to put in front of the society; how they are suppressed due to 
patriarchal set up, another aspect about desires of women is openly discussed by directors, 
which challenges the common notions and beliefs of the society. Some of the examples of 
parallel cinema are Arth, Manthan, Sardari Begum and of middle cinema could be Lajja and 
kya kehna. This study aims to throw light on the perception and portrayal of various women 
centric issues, different dimensions of women character and the societal norms. As now-a-days 
a wave of feminism has bought about a bit of change and lead to a lot of debate on various 
above-mentioned factors. The films chosen are devoid of the glitz and glamour quotient which 
is usually presented in the Bollywood commercial films, as these films are considered as part 
of middle cinema, as they focus towards the cultural, social and the economic issues.   

Keywords: Hindi Cinema, Feminism, Mainstream Cinema, Indian Cinema, Women 
Representation 

Introduction 

In Indian cinema, women, their body, color and their sexuality are considered to be the major 
components to be showcased in a film to allure the audience and for the heavy profit. Since 
ages the commercial cinema has been objectifying women, also, the women are just the 
showpieces in the films and at times they have nothing to do with the storyline or plot of the 
film. Commercial cinema influences the personality of individuals who have risk-taking 
behaviors, through changes in sensation-seeking storyline and causes far-reaching 
implications. This is done by media executives who have power to influence film ratings, their 
popularity and to promote the movies. Women in such commercial films are always portrayed 
as the sufferers, who are supposed to be guided by the patriarchal and societal norms or as 
dictated by the male members, so they accept the ugly realities of the world and never rebel to 
it. Henceforth, this paper is going to examine the representation of women-centric 
issues/portrayal of feminist disciplines in the Hindi mainstream films – Parched & Lipstick 
Under My Burkha using a descriptive research type.  

Till now up to larger extent the law of manusmriti prevails in commercial Indian cinema 
because it is acceptable to the larger audience. It says, “The Manusmriti, an ancient classical 
work dealing with laws, ethics and morality of a women should be subjected to her father in 
her childhood, in youth to her husband, and when her husband dies, then to her children, 
especially her son. Within the guidelines of the Manusmriti, women do not enjoy 
independence. Women are supposed to adhere to the role of a happy figure who takes care of 
the household. They are supposed to be obedient to their husbands and go to every length to 
honor them even after death.” (Butalia, 1995) 

Consent of a women in Indian society doesn’t even matter; especially when it is about sexual 
consent. Sexual consent of a women is never acknowledged or discussed by men or other 
women, may be because women in India were never given rights even on their body at any 
point of life. Also, because of law, as the lawmakers; they themselves believe that such rights, 
where women would have right to say No for sex to man, are likely to destroy the entire 
institution of marriage. This is how, even for a woman while expressing their own need of 
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sexual relation is always subjected to squelched, which has always been questioned by the 
directors of parallel cinema. 

An ideal Indian woman: (Butalia, 1955) “In traditional Indian society, there are certain 
prescribed roles which regulate the conduct of women. For example, the conception of the 
woman as Sita is prevalent in Indian society and film. Sita is a character in the Ramayana, one 
of the great epics, which embodies values and the differences between right and wrong. She is 
the wife of Rama, who is representative of many virtues including honor, courage and loyalty. 
Much of Indian popular cinema is influenced by the Ramayana and Mahabharata, another epic, 
which involves the hero Lord Krishna. Sita is the ideal woman and the wife that sees her 
husband as an idol. Indian popular cinema represents this role of the ideal wife’s admiration 
and unfaltering respect.” This was clearly shown in the film Mohra, where Roma Singh 
(Raveena Tondon) tries to attract Amar Saxena (Akshay Kumar) in the songs namely Tip Tip 
Basra Pani, Tu Cheez Badi Hai Mast and Subha se Lekar – in these songs she has been 
portrayed as a sexual object. Here also she is dependent on her male counterpart for her rescue 
and justice. 

For the first time ever, the term stereotype was used by a social scientist named Walter 
Lippmann in 1922 so as to refer to an image held in the minds of individuals about a certain 
topic. He has explained this in his book called, Public opinion (1992), “the way things are in 
real world are often not the same as the images that exists in the minds of the people within a 
given society, yet the dominant group takes in the inaccurate images. He acquired the actual 
concept of a stereotype from the idea of the printing press. As the paper passes through the 
press, the press produces exact copies according to what the person in charge of the press has 
specified the print should look like.  

On the other hand, we have parallel cinema where liberal and modern filmmakers talk about 
the prevalent ills of the society and wants the society to be open and frank in discussing such 
taboos and ill and take a practical and forward-looking approach regarding the same. The 
parallel cinema has the platform through with they give the women their dew share in the films, 
which is powerful, confident, independent, knowledgeable and out-spoken. Issues like rapes, 
harassment, sexual assaults etc. are addressed by the parallel cinema and they try to create 
awareness among audience rather than creating an environment of pity as done by the 
commercial cinema. Parallel cinema seeks to empower women, they provide them with 
confidence to come out of their comfort zone, fight against the society and take a stand even if 
they would be left alone afterwards.       

Now-a-days it is been observed that commercial cinema focus more on intimate scenes, focus 
is more on body or the act being performed like bedroom sex scenes are intensified, glorified 
and showcased openly, contrary to this in parallel cinema though it can be seen that the 
atrocities on women and children are frankly shown but along with it these scene merely not 
work on seeking pity for the victim or the protagonist (like commercial cinema), they focus on 
creating an anger and tries to provoke thoughts of the audience in order to bring a change in 
the society on a larger front.  

Shyam Benegal’s four feature films namely Ankur (1973), Nishant (1975), Manthan (1976) 
and Bhumika (1977) were categorized under the term called ‘new wave cinema’ in terms of 
genre. He unlike other directors have never focused upon or made use of family, melodrama to 
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entertain audience, whereas, he took reality based social issues which are dictated by the 
feudalistic and patriarchal set up of the society. In his film namely Ankur he has worked on a 
theme based on sexual exploitation and class discrimination. He had paid a deep attention to 
the issues faced by the women in the society, therefore, he has always been very critical, when 
it was about the portrayal of female protagonists in his films.  

Nistha directed Indian feminist movie named Gulab Gang, which is based on an infamous 
group of women called Gulabi Gang at Bundelkhand, India, in which she had tried to capture 
the rural theme; laid by Sampat Pal Devi whose main aim was to revolt against the typical 
feudalistic and patriarchal Indian society and on caste oppression. She worked for the women 
empowerment. This is why through parallel cinema a constructive change can be bought in the 
society.  

Review of Literature  

The feminist scholars have been upfront in taking the stereotypical portrayal of women in 
Indian cinema as their research study. As directors like Deepa Mehta, Shyam Benegal, 
Aniruddha Roy Chowdhary, Nistha and many others have come with women centric movies 
through which they have tried to address ample number of women’s issues. Through such 
movies they have tried to explore and portray the other side of women, as there has been 
complete break out of the patriarchal and conventional roles of women and how they have 
broken the ages long rules and stood up for themselves. This thesis is also an attempt to do the 
content analysis of feminist cinema - as to how the women characters are portrayed in the films. 

Feminist Theory 

It can be seen that from last few decades through the women-oriented films, the Indian cinema 
has found a voice; by creating a wave of feminism or feminist movements. Therefore, it can be 
said, that the feminism as a social movement has made an enormous impact on the films and 
its criticism as well. Cinema therefore became a platform for the feminists to represent myths 
of cultural practices related to women and feminism as they are considered to be dependent on 
man for their survival and various other factors of life.  

As mentioned, (Smelik, 1998) issues of representation and spectatorship are central to feminist 
film theory and criticism. The feminist film theory clearly shows how mass media constructs 
definitions of feminism and masculinity. Feminism seeks to explain how women find their own 
power in a world filled with social stereotypes and stigmas. Particularly, according to Knight 
(1995), feminist film theory is very much political in nature. “It seeks to expose, not to 
perpetuate, patriarchal practices” (p.39). This theory is derived from feminist theory and 
feminist politics.  

Furthermore, the feminists have a whole new and different approaches when it comes to 
analyze a film. It has been observed that the feminist film scholars pay more attention to 
analyze and discuss the commodification of the women by the commercial films. However, it 
has been observed as compare to the yesteryears the representation of women has increased in 
films now-a-days as compare to the stereotypical projection of women earlier in cinema. As 
feminist scholars have observed earlier the women were projected on screen merely as sexual 
objects, which in other words can also be described as the concept of ‘Male Gaze’.  
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Not always feminist cinema follows a linear narrative related to exposition-resolution-conflict 
etc. They tend to focus more on recognizing the bias and injustice and always the viewers to 
the open-ended conclusions. Hence it has been noticed that such narratives of feminism are 
more juxtaposed and fluid between past and present experiences and the kinds of life one than 
more protagonist have lived. Still in 21st century we can see that the feminist cinema is very 
much community centric as the topics they have n highlighted upon are usually based on the 
abuse and assault, as for example; the old feminist texts contains violence of India-Pakistan 
have seen mass abduction, rape and mutilation of women. The film directed by Srijit Mukerji 
named Begum Jaan has shown the same as written in the texts.  

Visual pleasure and Narrative cinema – Laura Mulvey, 1975   

“Divested of all politically unsetting possibilities female protagonist of a film relax into the 
traditional exhibitionist role in which they are simultaneously looked at and displayed, with 
their appearances coded for strong visual and erotic impact so that they can be said to connote 
to-be-looed-at-ness.” It has been seen that the women are portrayed as an erotic object to allure 
men in the commercial and middle cinema. Whenever a camera focuses or say comes in sight 
of a female protagonist of such commercial and middle cinema, the camera highlights only 
aspects or say the two-dimensional nature of a female character by rushing in and focusing 
more on the parts of her body.  

Laura Mulvey quoted, “one part of a fragmented body destroys the renaissance space, the 
illusion of depth demanded by the narrative, and it gives flatness, the quality of a cut-out or 
icon rather than verisimilitude to the screen.” She even stated that, “feminist film making is not 
to reject the (mainstream film) moralistically, but to highlight the ways in which its formal pre-
occupations reflect the physical obsessions of the society which produced it, and further to 
stress that the alternative cinema must start specifically by reacting against these obsessions 
and compulsions.” 

In 1971 Laura Mulvey quoted, “perhaps alternative cinema was possible it can still exist only 
as a counterpoint.  The larger scheme of the film is to attack the look not only in cinema but in 
the real world.” 

It is a fact that films are a mass medium and therefore, it has mass appeal and parallel cinema 
or some women centric movies does carry out a message which can create awareness among 
the public. In the films women are usually insinuated as the ones’ who bears the burden of 
sexual objectification. It means that the roles of male sin the movie is such, that it characterizes 
them to prop up their roles, to this Laura Mulvey says, “women become the bearer and not the 
maker.” In India women usually live a life which is silent and make enormous sacrifices which 
eventually make them retain their frustration within themselves for the sake of peace due to 
societal pressure. 

Laura Mulvey in 1975 introduced the theory of ‘male gaze’ in this she has formulated her 
assumption that the audience is mainly composed of men. This concept has earlier been 
discussed by various scholars but it was Laura who brought it to the surface. The motive of 
feminist cinema has always been over-coming the hero-centered myths so as to do away with 
the prevailing contemporary patriarchal cultural values of the society.  

The stereotypical portrayal of women  
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Sowmya Nandakumar’s research paper, “Stereotypical Portrayal of Women in Commercial 
Indian Cinema” emphasized that since the beginning of Indian cinema the women protagonists 
have played various different roles, but these roles are directly influenced by the ages long 
patriarchal and socio-cultural set up of the Indian society. In her paper she has focused upon 
the vicious cycle of Indian commercial cinema, where it always believed that, the directors, 
story writers and producers make the films that address the needs and preferences of the 
audience, in order to meet their profit margin. It is believed that the audience is happy and 
satisfied to see those kinds of films which uphold their value systems and always conform to 
it, as the Indian people has always lived and abide by the social value system (Nandakumar, 
2011). She, whereas, believe that this patriarchal and cycle of social values is hard to break, 
but the directors like Shyam Benegal and Deepa Mehta have tried to do so.  

In her research paper she has studied the work of Deepa Mehta which had created a social 
outrage in India. In her paper she has tried to analyze the film Sholay and its female characters. 
She found that it is unacceptable because it is having been seen that the vamps or the courtesans 
can express their feelings, emotions and desires more openly and erotically on screen as 
compare to the other female characters as that of mother, wife etc. It would be absolutely true 
to say that these female protagonists of either of the category don’t have any self-definition or 
power of their own, as they decide, choose or do as dictated by the norms, culture and traditions 
of the society or what their male counterparts’ advice, suggests, order or make them do. 
Whereas, so is not the case with their male counterparts.  

Women’s cinema and counter cinema – Claire Johntson, (1973) 

As per Claire’s observation it can be said that the female psychologies represented in the films 
are not at all the reality but they are merely shown as such so as the work and fulfill the desires 
of their male counterparts. Claire specifically considered, the films of Howard Hawks and John 
Ford, who are the two major and popular Hollywood film makers of the studio era, and 
portrayed as how women protagonists of their films as signs which are meaningful only within 
their male counterpart’s fantasies and they are just not significant among themselves.  

The Female Character in Indian Moving Images – Sujata Mukherjee (Mukherjee, 2004) 

Our Indian culture got a strong hold on the Hindi filmic genres. Whereas, in the era of 
globalization the contemporary intermingling between various cultures have laid down a 
situation for the new interpretation of the social situation. The research study tries to 
deconstruct the preconceived patriarchal notions about the sexuality, gender and modernity. 
The new changes in the trends, concept of modernity and whole new different style of 
portraying sexuality on screens all these are associated with the depiction of the women 
character in the commercial films. This is usually not the case with parallel cinema.   

Portrayal of Women in Shyam Benegal’s Films – Deepayan Biswas  

Biswas in his paper mentioned, “The Khalid Mohammad Triology”: “Mammo” (1994), 
“Sardari Begum” (1996), and “Zubeida” (2001), all these are written by Khalid Mohammad 
who is an Indian scriptwriter. In these he had talked about the women from such respectable 
middle-class Muslim families, whose dreams, passions, ambitions clash with the traditional 
patriarchal norms and traditional expectations of the society and families. Hari Bihari (1999), 
it is a story which revolves around five women, who belongs to completely different generation 
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and seek emancipation and right to live their lives on their own terms. As the main theme of 
the film is to take up the issue of women’s fertility rights and its empowerment. However, 
Shyam Benegal is also lenient and never been judgmental, as he also deals with such issues in 
a sympathetic manner that one must simply accept them.   

He questions that why when any film talks about a women-oriented issues and tries to counter 
it in the film that genre then is termed as parallel cinema. As such films and even Shyam 
Benegal’s films are completely devoid of all that superficial glitz and glamour that’s seen in 
the commercial films. Benegal’s films focus more on exploring the issues related to caste, 
gender divide and discrimination, religion and the repressive social conventions of the society. 
Benegal’s films largely stress on the struggles faced by women and for their empowerment. 
Mainstream films on the contrary worship its female protagonists on the basis of their beauty, 
purity and portray them as an object for fulfill sexual desires of men and furthermore, relegated 
as a homemaker or bearer of food and children, their role as a partner or as an equal sex is 
completely negated. They are constantly scrutinized and punished for the transgression from 
an impossible ideal (Biswas).  

Aim of the study 

To examine the representation of women-centric issues/portrayal of feminist disciplines in the 
Hindi mainstream films – Parched & Lipstick Under My Burkha.                   

Objectives of the study  

● To study the portrayal of female protagonist in the films. 
● To determine the different dimensions of women character used in the films in terms 

of feminist disciplines like gestures, proxemics, sexual orientation, speech etc. 
● To analyze the projection of cultural and social values of Indian society with respect to 

feminist point of view. 
● To compare the perspectives of both males and females, keeping in view the depiction 

of gender in the selected films. 
● To study the frequency and portrayal of sexuality in the films. 

Rationale of the study 

The portrayal of such women centric issues through films has emerged as a significant aspect 
of understanding the need, demands and desires of an Indian women. As in India a woman has 
always been a victim of various forms of social stratification, which has affected her the most, 
as she has been marginalized firstly as a woman and then as a victim of these stratifications in 
terms of class and gender. The study would emphasis on the aspects such as assertion of 
individuality of a women and realization of her potential. As feminism can be defined as the 
awareness of women’s exploitation and suppression of her needs, dreams, desires. This study 
includes various aspects concerning the sexual preferences, to live lives on their own terms, to 
get a job, to have sex outside marriage and other such concerns that are important for an 
individual development. This study aims to throw light on the perception and portrayal of 
various women centric issues, different dimensions of women character and the societal norms. 
The films chosen are devoid of the glitz and glamour quotient which is usually presented in the 
Bollywood commercial films, as these films are considered as part of middle cinema, as they 
focus towards the cultural, social and the economic issues. 
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Methodology 

Research Method - The methodology used to carry out research study is quantitative method 
which implies content analysis for a descriptive research type.  

Sampling Technique – The sampling technique used in this research study is purposive 
sampling, which means that the selection of sample units, conform to some pre-determined 
criteria. 

Sample Size – The content analysis is done on the following selected films:  

● Parched 
● Lipstick Under My Burkha (LUMB) 

The number of leading female characters in both the films Parched and Lipstick Under My 
Burkha are four in Parched they are – Rani (Tannishtha Chatterjee), Janki (Lehar Khan), Lajjo 
(Radhika Apte) and Bijli (Surveen Chawla), whereas, in Lipstick under my Burkha are – Usha 
Parmar (Ratna Pathak Shah), Rehana Abidi (Plabita Borthakur), Shireen Aslan (Konkena Sen 
Sharma) and Leela (Aahana Kumra).  

Data Collection Method 

Content Analysis – Content analysis is described as the extensive study of content of 
communication. It is the study of the content with reference to the intentions, meanings and 
context contained. Content analysis can be done both qualitatively and quantitatively. Whereas, 
in this research study quantitative method has been used for the data coding and representation 
(in the tabular form). Content analysis was done on the films named Parched and Lipstick 
Under My Burkha on the basis of following parameters:  

● Types of roles assigned to women to portray their character as leading character, 
supporting or man supporting character.  

● The lifestyle of female characters of the film and its manner of presentation in the films 
as wife, mother, social activist, prostitute, dancer, singer, fiancée, girlfriend, working 
woman, homemaker, patriot and atheist. 

● Study the symbolism of their non-virtue which includes their personality traits as well 
like whether the character is educated, career oriented, religious, alcoholic, sexually 
aggressive (before or after marriage), how they interact with other men, outspoken, 
flirty. 

● Types of costumes wore by women protagonists which depicts the era being portrayed 
like patriarchal or modern, rural or urban. It focuses on the dressing style execute in the 
films. 

● Language used by the female characters in terms of the area they belong to or the 
profession they are into.  

● Cultural and traditional values followed by the character in contrast with the set 
standard values of Indian Society. 

● Economic status of the female protagonist of the films, which would focus whether they 
are from the upper class, upper-middle class, middle class, lower-middle class or lower 
class. 

● Total number of (leading) female characters in the films.  
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Content Analysis of Prached and Lipstick Under My Burkha (LUMB) 

Table 1 - Types of Roles Assigned to women (female protagonists) 

 Leading Role  Main-Supporting 
Role 

Supporting Role 

Parched  4 1 0 
 LUMB 4 1 1 

 

 

Table 2 – Lifestyle of Female Characters  

 Home 
Maker 

Entrepreneur Service 
woman 

Prostitute Dancer Artist Student 

Parched  1 0 2 1 1 1 1 
LUMB 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
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Table 3 – Symbolism of female’s non-virtue 

 Religiou
s 

Educate
d 

Career 
Oriented 

Alcoholi
c/ 
smoking 

Sexually 
Aggressiv
e 

Outspoken Flirt
y 

Conservativ
e 

Parche
d 

0 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 

LUMB 0 1 2 2 4 2 2 1 
 

 

 

Table 4 – Types of Costumes wore by women 

 Modern  Traditional Semi – 
(Modern/Traditional 

Parched  0 3 1 
LUMB 2 1 2 

 

 

 

Table 5 – Language used by women 

 Regional English Sophisticated Abusive 
Parched 3 1 2 2 
LUMB 3 1 3 1 
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Table 6 – Economic Status of Women 

 Upper Class Upper-
Middle Class 

Middle Class Lower-
Middle Class  

Lower Class 

Parched  0 0 0 0 4 
LUMB 0 0 3 2 0 

 

 

 

Table 7 – Cultural and Traditional Values followed by Women 

 Willingly 
Following 

Forcefully 
Following 

Openly Breaking Secretly 
Breaking 

Parched 0 3 1 3 
LUMB 0 2 1 3 
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Findings of Content Analysis 

Portrayal of Women, Dimensions of a women’s character - As the films chosen are feminist 
films, therefore, the women are portrayed as bold and they desire to achieve freedom from all 
the patriarchal norms and traditions of the society. As Lajjo has got the dream of becoming 
mother, not just to satisfy her husband but also to fulfil her desire of becoming a mother, so 
therefore she accepts the offer of her friend Bijli, to have sex with Bijli’s boyfriend. This move 
of having sex outside marriage, is not acceptable in Indian society, especially when a woman 
tries to do so. But Lajjo is shown as a courageous woman, who is ready to break all the barriers 
to bear a child. Not only this, it talks about the ills that are still prevalent and valued in rural 
parts of the country. The film shows how the male dominated society doesn’t prefer giving 
rights to a female, even over their own body.  

When Champa returns to her parent’s house, she was forced to go back with her husband, 
despite the fact, that she mentions that she is raped by all the male members of her husband’s 
family. Women are forced to stay in abusive relationships, with their alcoholic partners, who 
themselves have kept mistresses and visits sex workers on daily basis. The sexual gratification 
of a women is completely ignored by Indian society. In case of Rani, who got widow at an 
early age, aspires for physical relations. That’s why one day Rani and Lajjo foreplay, so as to 
exchange warmth and affection which is must needed by each of them. Furthermore, it is 
considered as if bread is earned by the male members of the family, but it has been shown in 
the film, that the self-help groups of women are earning their livelihood by working for Kishan 
who exports their handicrafts.  

Even in Lipstick under my Burkha, it’s shown that women are suppressed, as Shireen Aslam 
have no right to do job, moreover Usha Parmar was ridiculed for reading erotic novels, Rehana 
Abidi is trapped under her cultural and traditions norms. Although eventually these women 
secretly break the rules. Leela aspires to be a popular beautician one day and dream of travelling 
the entire India. These women are shown both too independent especially mentally. The way 
Usha Parmar engages in phone sex with Jaspal tells that these women are both physically and 
mentally too liberal as compares to the society they put in. These women are shown to have 
progressive and forward approach towards themselves. These different dimensions that are 
used to highlighted a women’s character in the movie gives a bold narrative, which tells about 
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various types of desire which arise inside of a female and which valiantly questions the 
regressive and patriarchal mindset.  

The women in this movie aren’t shown as per the laws of Manusmriti. They rather challenge 
the set norms for instance when an old woman (Usha) gets attracted towards a young boy 
(Jaspal), she doesn’t bother about the society. When Rehana’s mother rebukes her for dancing 
at Leela’s engagement, she is shown to be as such an aggressive woman, she dances all by 
herself without music in her room, till the time she doesn’t calm down. Leela again tries to 
challenge the societal norms by making a plan of eloping with her boyfriend Arshad, who is 
from another religion. These movies give us a clear understanding about the prevailing 
conditions of the women and they try to gather empathy for women’s empowerment. Women 
have been shown using abusive language while conversing with their male counterparts and 
women of every age is shown desirous of having sexual relations.  

Indian Social and Cultural values – At every stage Indian cultural and social values are 
challenged by the women, as Rehana Abidi from Lipstick under my burkha have been shown 
wearing burkha while leaving for college, whereas, she removes it, the moment she enters the 
college. So, this way, their desires, frustration, emotions and anger does bear a universal appeal 
through-out the film. The feminist theme has been fiercely and fearlessly taken. Moreover, 
when Rani talks to a man on phone and somewhere she is longing for companionship, and Usha 
Parmar, in order to spend some time with Jaspal buys a swimming suit. This way various types 
of prejudices are defied and restrictions are overthrown by the leading female characters of the 
film.  

In the Indian society it is believed that women are to be protected by the males. This has been 
proven wrong when Bijli agrees to have sex with multiple males. In Lipstick under my burkha 
it’s shown that age is just a number and dreams help you in surviving. It is usually perceived 
that senior citizens are required to study spiritual text at the old age, as it is considered to be 
the time, which one must spend with god, so as to achieve salvation. In the film Usha reads 
erotic novels, but she keeps the novel between the spiritual books, because if people will find 
out about it, she would be ridiculed. Lajjo also breaks the societal norms of not having sex with 
any other male apart from her husband. Indian society women are not allowed to go out, or 
party late night (alone). But Rehana with the help of Leela attends the house party, and being 
a Muslim girl, she breaks the religious norms as well by consuming alcohol and smoking. Rani 
in Parched, being the mother-in-law of Janki, allows her daughter to get married to (Janki) her 
lover, moreover, she gives her some money so that she can pursue her studies. Moreover, the 
foreplay between Rani and Lajjo is also challenging the norms of Indian society. Not only this, 
the society even plays a role in deciding your moral conduct and your daily routine. In the film 
Lipstick Under my Burkha, it has been shown that when Jaspal asks Usha about her name to 
fill the form for swimming classes, she says Buaji, means that she as an individual has lost her 
identity and her dominant societal recognition has overshadowed her real and basic identity. 
The women have worn only the traditional clothes, as per the ethnic attire of that particular 
area, to which they belong.  
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Perspective of males and females – The male characters are shown dominating their female-
counterparts in the films. This is to bring into notice the atrocities faced by women of Indian 
society on daily basis. Most of the women are bound to stay in abusive relationships, because, 
first of all they are not financially independent, secondly because society ridicule the women 
who stay independent after marriage. Challenging and going against the dominant perception 
is a tough task. For instance, in the case of Lajjo, her husband, Manoj, beats and rapes her every 
day and he abuse her for being infertile, but when she conceives (she gets pregnant) and talks 
about it to her husband, he gets so violent that he almost tries to kill her and then Lajjo realizes 
that her husband is impotent and he was aware about it. In fact, Manoj used to visit prostitutes. 
So, it depicts that India is a male dominated society.  

In case of Shireen Aslam when her husband Rahim Aslam finds out that, his wife used to work 
as a sales girl and that now she has been become the sales trainer, he rather than empowering 
or encouraging her, asks her to leave the job and sit at home. He says, “Biwi ho shauhar banne 
ki koshish matt karo, maukri ko na bolo kal se aur ghar baitho chup chap.” Furthermore, Rahim 
abuses Shireen for paying a visit at his girlfriend’s house and rapes her. Moreover, Jaspal 
ridicules Usha by saying, you could never be Rosy, have you ever seen yourself in the mirror? 
Her relatives, rebukes her by saying, that you have spoiled out reputation, at least you should 
have considered the fact that you are a 55-year-old widow. They say, that it is very shameful 
to know that you have talked sex with a young boy over the phone. These male characters are 
not emphasized, so as to promote this culture, it has been depicted so that such ills can be 
washed out and a change can be bought were men would not be considered as superior. Such 
kinds of male characters are used to that society can empathize with the women and so that 
women can take some courageous steps to improve their condition.  

Portrayal of sexuality – The sexuality has been the dominant theme in the Lipstick under my 
burkha. From the perspective of Shireen Aslam, it has been shown how the marriage as an 
official tag is been used by the husbands to sexually exploit their wives. But it has been used 
extensively by the female characters, in order to remove the societal taboos regarding, a girl 
getting intimate prior to marriage or about an old woman being desirous of achieving sexual 
gratification. It also tells that man prefers a virgin girl while getting married that’s why Leela’s 
fiancé calls off the wedding. Even in Parched, Rani strives for companionship. Bijli was 
brutally raped by various men, it shows that men consider women as an object to gratify 
themselves and her individuality is always sidelined.  

Conclusion    

The parallel cinema with the change in time, has changed the concept of portraying women in 
the films. India is such a country which produces maximum number films every year, in various 
language and dialects, with a variety of female characters and plots in it. From the findings of 
the content analysis, it can be predicted that the parallel cinema takes more pain in highlighting 
the evils of the society and gives more preference to the cause of the women or the ills of the 
society that leads to the suppression of women. Whereas, in commercial cinema it can be seen 
that women are considered as an object to lure men to satisfy men.  
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It is an interesting phenomenon when the female characters in a film are portrayed as modern 
yet in a traditional manner which is enough to conform to the social psyche. From the content 
analysis of the selected films done, shows that in both the films Parched and Lipstick under my 
burkha, the women characters are projected powerfully, they don’t go by the set patriarchal 
and traditional norms, but it deals with the value system of the characters and their social 
standing and this way a picture is put forth which tells about the vibrant presence of women in 
these types of films. The portrayal of women character is in such a way that the viewers can 
relate as they are one of us. A number of shades of women are presented in the films, from a 
religious housewife to an unconventional widow and a beautiful entrepreneur. 

The costumes were designed very carefully and the female protagonist were mostly dressed in 
traditional attire, whereas, the young college going girl was shown in non-traditional attire. The 
women who were in the leading roles didn’t follow patriarchy and took every measure to break 
it. In the parallel films it can be seen that such films always have women in the leading roles 
and the men are always dependent on the women as supporting character. It is persistent about 
the feminist films that the women characters are usually educated, or interested in education or 
she is always career oriented but not all of them have the right or courage to be the decision 
maker. Most of the characters are either married or shown having extra marital affairs. In 
feminist-oriented cinema there are usually women from the middle class or lower middle class.  

The parallel cinema is one such platform after theatres that helps in highlighting the social ills 
of the society. It is a medium to keep the suffering of various suppressed sections of the society, 
in front of the people, so that effective measures can be taken to curb such odds, and so that 
society can be developed and uplifted. The women have to be bold enough, they have to self-
dependent this was the main narrative of both the films. But none of the films provides us with 
the solutions to the problems that are bring highlighted in the films, not even superficial 
solutions were given. 
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